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Abstract: The improvement of the overall performance of hydraulic pumps is the basis of intelligent
hydraulics. Taking the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump as the research object,
the theoretical flow rate and the geometric flow pulsation rate equations are established in this study
through the volume change method. The change laws of the gear pair’s geometric parameters on
the theoretical flow rate and the geometric flow pulsation rate are studied. The simulation model
of the internal flow channel is established, and the influence factors and the influence degree of
the flow pulsation and average flow rate are analyzed. The high-pressure positive displacement
pump test system is also designed and built. The performance evaluations are conducted, and
the experimental results are analyzed. The results show that the periodic change of the meshing
point position is the root cause of the geometric flow pulsation. The theoretical flow rate and the
geometric flow pulsation rate are 103.71 L/min and 1.76%, respectively. To increase the theoretical
flow rate whilst decreasing the geometric flow pulsation rate, the tip circle radius of the external
gear should be increased as much as possible within the allowable range of the design calculation.
Amongst the three influencing factors that produce flow pulsation, the oil compressibility has no
effect on the flow pulsation. The uneven internal leakage is the main factor, and the geometric flow
pulsation only accounts for a small proportion. The internal leakage reduces the simulated flow rate
by 3.59 L/min. The difference between the experimental and simulated flow rates is less than 2%.
Within the allowable speed range, the rotation speed of the external gear should be increased as much
as possible to increase the average flow rate and the volumetric efficiency.

Keywords: straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump; average flow rate; flow pulsation;
gear pair’s geometric parameters; simulation analysis; performance evaluations

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of hydraulic technology, digital and intelligent hydraulics have
become hotspots in the industry. The advancement of the body part and the improvement of the
hydraulic pump’s overall performance (e.g., high pressure, low noise, low pulsation, and large and
variable displacements) are also an objective of intelligent hydraulics [1–5]. The average flow rate,
flow pulsation and internal flow field distribution are collectively referred to as the flow characteristics
of gear pumps, which are the key factors affecting the large displacement, low pulsation, and low
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noise. These flow characteristics should be accurately determined for the research and development of
high-performance gear pumps.

The straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump is a gear pump with a novel design and
has an advanced international level. The related patent appeared in 1970 [6]. The core components
include an external gear with a straight tooth profile. Its internal ring gear has a high-order circular
tooth profile and is conjugate to the straight tooth profile of the external gear. Given unfavourable
factors such as the technical protection of foreign companies, open and complete standardised design
systems are scarce. Numerous domestic companies and scholars have researched and optimized
the design of straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pumps, mainly focusing on derivation of
various equations and parameter optimization. Few studies on the performance of the entire pump
have been published.

The tooth profile of the gear pair determines the key performance of gear pumps [7]. Ample
research has been performed on the derivation of the tooth profile curve and meshing line equations
and the optimization of the tooth profile’s basic parameters using relevant constraints. Some scholars
used the tooth profile normal method to derive the conjugate tooth profile curve and meshing line
equations [8–12]. Xu et al. utilized the complex vector method to achieve similar objectives, whereas
Wei et al. and Yang et al. employed the general tooth profile normal inversion and meshing angle
function methods, respectively [13–15]. Some scholars established the mathematical models for
multi-objective optimization and different interferences. By setting the continuous transmission
conditions, meshing angles, absence of interference of tooth profile overlap, tooth tip thickness, and tip
circle limit radius as the constraint functions, the researchers have investigated the influence of the
gear pair’s main parameters on the objective function, and optimized the relevant parameters [16–19].
However, the research on multi-objective optimization only focuses on a few sets of data, and does not
analyze the optimal value of the objective function in a given interval.

Tooth surface contact transmission is an important source of mechanical vibration noise, which
affects tooth surface strength and life [20–22]. Therefore, the analysis of tooth surface meshing and
tooth surface contact strength are reported in numerous studies in the literature. Some scholars have
established the sliding coefficient equation based on the polar coordinate method, developed the
meshing efficiency equation using the tangential polar coordinate method, and used the finite element
method to simulate the contact strength of tooth surface and pump’s body structure, respectively.
The influence of the relevant parameters on the objective function has been analyzed [23–26]. Some
scholars established the coincidence degree equations on the basis of the basic law of tooth profile
meshing and discussed the corresponding influence of relevant parameters [27,28].

The noise induced by the oil trap phenomenon and the pressure shock noise caused by the flow
pulsation are the main noise sources of gear pumps [29–32]. Therefore, research on the mechanism of
gear pump vibration and noise reduction is not only a key topic in the field, but also the interest of
internationally renowned manufacturers that heavily invest in research. Wang et al. established the
instantaneous oil trap volume equation based on the changes in the oil trap volume, and analyzed the
influence of relevant parameters [33]. Some scholars established the instantaneous flow rate equations
using the gear meshing principle, and derived the approximate equations of flow pulsation rate using
the theoretical flow rate approximation equations [34–36]. However, the instantaneous flow rate
equation is a general equation and does not change based on the distance from the node to the meshing
point and the rotation angle of the external gear. In addition, error exists between the approximate and
the exact equations of theoretical flow rate and flow pulsation rate, resulting in an inaccurate reflection
of the true value. With respect to the magnitude of the error, no simulation analysis and experimental
verification have been performed according to the parameters of the actual model. Similarly, whether
the gear pair’s geometric parameters change the theoretical flow rate and geometric flow pulsation rate
has not been investigated. The development and design of the products should be equipped with the
corresponding process equipment for computer-aided design [37]. With regard to the research on the
machining method of gear pairs, Zhang et al. proposed a forming method for large-modulus internal
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gears. The external gear meshing with the internal gear was matched according to the conjugate
principle [38].

None of the above-mentioned studies have performed the numerical simulation of the internal
flow channel simulation model to obtain the flow characteristics of the internal flow field, nor analyzed
the influence factors and influence degree of the outlet flow pulsation and average flow rate. Moreover,
the performance evaluations of straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pumps are not executed
using a high-pressure positive displacement pump test system, and the difference between the
experimental and simulation results is not investigated.

The flow characteristics of a straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump should be analyzed
to provide reliable data to the designer for an accurate calculation of theoretical flow rate and geometric
flow pulsation rate, and provide theoretical foundation to increase the geometric displacement, decrease
the flow pulsation to reduce the pressure shock noise and improve the overall performance of gear pumps
comprehensively. Based on these, this paper is conducted from three aspects. In terms of theoretical
analysis, a general mathematical model of the theoretical instantaneous flow rate is established using the
volume change method. By using the number-shape combination method, the theoretical instantaneous
flow rate equations based on changes in the distance from the node to the meshing point and the rotation
angle of the external gear, the theoretical flow rate equation, and the geometric flow pulsation rate equation
are analyzed and determined. Taking the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump as the research
object, the specific values of the theoretical flow rate and the geometric flow pulsation rate are calculated
and analyzed. The design variables affecting theoretical flow rate and geometric flow pulsation rate and the
corresponding value ranges are determined, and the change laws of the gear pair’s geometric parameters
on theoretical flow rate and geometric flow pulsation rate are studied. In terms of numerical simulations,
the simulation model of the internal flow channel is developed. The numerical simulation results are
analyzed and compared, and the influence factors and the influence degree of the flow pulsation and the
average flow rate at the outlet of the gear pump are investigated. In terms of experimental researches,
a high-pressure positive displacement pump test system is also designed and built. The performance
evaluations for the test pump are implemented, and the experimental results are analyzed and compared
with the simulation results.

2. Modeling of the Theoretical Flow Rate and Geometric Flow Pulsation Rate of a Straight Line
Conjugate Internal Meshing Gear Pump

2.1. Tooth Profile Curve of the External Gear

The tooth profile curve of the external gear is a left-right symmetric straight line, which is
established at the center O1 of the external gear as the coordinate origin, as shown in Figure 1.
The equation of l can be obtained from the geometric relationship of Figure 1.

l = r1 sin
(
θ
2
+ β

)
(1)
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2.2. General Mathematical Model Analysis of Theoretical Instantaneous Flow Rate

The theoretical instantaneous flow rate is established using the volume change method.
The working dynamic diagram of straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump is shown
in Figure 2, where k is the meshing point. During the meshing process of the external gear and internal
gear ring, the tooth profiles m, n, g, k of the external gear and the tooth profiles k, g′, n′, m′ of the internal
gear ring enclose an oil discharge chamber. When the external gear rotates, the full tooth profiles mn
and m′n′ compress the oil in the oil discharge chamber to make the volume of oil discharge chamber
smaller, while the other part of meshing tooth profiles gk and g′k expand the volume of oil discharge
chamber during continuous rotation. However, the rest tooth profiles that are completely surrounded
by the high-pressure oil do not participate in the work and have no effect on the oil discharge.
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Figure 2. Working dynamic diagram of the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump.

Firstly, the sweep area method is used to calculate the volume change of oil discharge chamber.
According to the above description, and given that the transmission ratio of the internal meshing gear
pair is a fixed value, after the rotation angles of the external gear and the internal gear ring are ∆ϕ1

and ∆ϕ2, respectively, it can be obtained from Figure 2 that the full tooth profiles mn and m′n′ reduce
the volume of oil discharge chamber.

∆V1 =
B
2

[(
r2

a1 − r2
f 1

)
∆ϕ1 +

(
r2

f 2 − r2
a2

)
∆ϕ2

]
(2)

Meanwhile, due to the rotation of the meshing tooth profiles gk and g′k, it can be obtained from
Figure 2 that the meshing tooth profiles gk and g′k expand the volume of oil discharge chamber.

∆V2 =
B
2

[(
ρ2

1 − r2
f 1

)
∆ϕ1 +

(
r2

f 2 − ρ
2
2

)
∆ϕ2

]
(3)

According to the meshing principle of tooth profile, the position of the meshing point k constantly
changes during working process. In other words, the values of ρ1 and ρ2 are not fixed, and they
periodically change with the meshing point position. As a result, ∆V2 also changes periodically, which
is the root cause of the geometric flow pulsation. Therefore, in theory, the pulsation of the output
instantaneous flow of gear pump is unavoidable.
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The volume change of the oil discharge cavity can be obtained by subtracting Equations (2) and
(3), which is expressed by Equation (4):

∆V =
B
2

[(
r2

a1 − ρ
2
1

)
∆ϕ1 +

(
ρ2

2 − r2
a2

)
∆ϕ2

]
(4)

Equation (5) can be obtained from the basic law of the tooth profile meshing:

i12 =
ω1

ω2
=

∆ϕ1

∆ϕ2
=

Z2

Z1
=

r2

r1
(5)

Equation (5) is substituted into the volume change Equation (4), and the theoretical instantaneous
flow rate equation of straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump can be obtained by derivation
and simplification:”

qsh =
Bω1

2

[
r2

a1 − ρ
2
1 +

(
ρ2

2 − r2
a2

)Z1

Z2

]
(6)

From the above analysis, it can be obtained that gear pumps with different tooth profiles exhibit
different flow pulsation characteristics due to the different change laws of meshing point position.
Further, the change laws can be determined based on the distance from the node to the meshing point
and the rotation angle of the external gear.

2.3. Theoretical Instantaneous Flow Rate Equation Based on the Distance Change from the Node to the
Meshing Point

According to the meshing principle of the gear pair, the schematic diagram of meshing point’s
position change is established in the internal meshing gear pair, as shown in Figure 3. By expressing ρ1

and ρ2 from the geometric relationship in Figure 3, the theoretical instantaneous flow rate equation
based on the distance change from the node to the meshing point can be obtained:

qsh =
Bω1

2

[
r2

a1 − i−1
12 r2

a2 + (i12 − 1)r2
1 −

(
1− i−1

12

)
f 2

]
(7)
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Figure 3. Meshing point’s position change.

From the continuous contact transmission’s conditions of the tooth profile, it can be known that
transmission ratio i12 > 1 in the internal meshing gear pair, that is, the value of expression 1− i−1

12 is a
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positive number less than 1. Therefore, when f is 0, that is, when the node coincides with the meshing
point, the instantaneous flow rate reaches the maximum; when f is maximum, it is at the minimum.
At this time, the meshing point may be located at the position where the gear pair is about to enter or
exit the meshing. The specific location is discussed in detail in the following section.

2.4. Theoretical Instantaneous Flow Rate Equation Based on the Rotation Angle Change of the External Gear

The schematic diagram of the rotation angle change of the external gear is established according
to the definitions of tooth profile parameters, as shown in Figure 4. According to the basic theorem of
the tooth profile meshing (i.e., the common normal of two conjugate tooth profiles at the contact point
passes through the instantaneous velocity center), in other words, the line between the meshing point
and the node is perpendicular to the external gear’s profile curve. Based on this and according to the
geometric relationship in Figure 4, the equation sets about ρ1 and ρ2 can be obtained:

ρ2
1 = l2 + r2

1 cos2(β−ϕ)

ρ2
2 = [a sin(β−ϕ) + l]2 + r2

2 cos2(β−ϕ)

 (8)

By substituting the Equation (8) into Equation (6), the theoretical instantaneous flow rate equation
based on the rotation angle change of the external gear can be obtained:

qsh = Bω1
2

[(
r2

1 + i−1
12 a2
− i12r2

1

)
sin2(β−ϕ) + 2i−1

12 al sin(β−ϕ) + r2
a1 + i12r2

1 + i−1
12 l2− . . .

i−1
12 r2

a2 − r2
1 − l2

] (9)
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2.5. Theoretical Flow Rate Equation of the Straight Line Conjugate Internal Meshing Gear Pump

2.5.1. Theoretical Coincidence Degree Equation and Theoretical Oil Trap Time Equation Based on the
Rotation Angle Change of the External Gear

From the meshing process of gear pair [39], it can be known that the starting point when the
gear pair enters the meshing is the intersection of the tip circle of internal gear ring and the meshing
line, corresponding to the initial meshing angle is ϕ0. When the meshing reaches the intersection of
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the tip circle of the external gear and the meshing line, the gear pair are about to exit the meshing,
which corresponds to the ending meshing angle is ϕ1. Based on this and combined with Equation (8),
the Equation (10) can be obtained:

r2
a1 = l2 + r2

1 cos2(β−ϕ1)

r2
a2 = [a sin(β−ϕ0) + l]2 + r2

2 cos2(β−ϕ0)

 (10)

Equation (11) about the meshing angles ϕ0 and ϕ1 can be obtained from Equation (10):

ϕ0 = β− arcsin
al+

√
a2l2−(i212r2

1−a2)(r2
a2−l2−i212r2

1)
i212r2

1−a2

ϕ1 = β− arccos

√
r2
a1−l2

r1

 (11)

According to the definition of the theoretical coincidence degree in the meshing process of gear
pair, the theoretical coincidence degree Equation (12) can be obtained:

εα =

arcsin
al+

√
a2l2−(i212r2

1−a2)(r2
a2−l2−i212r2

1)
i212r2

1−a2 − arccos

√
r2
a1−l2

r1

2π/z1
(12)

Furthermore, the theoretical oil trap time Equation (13) can be obtained:

Tα =

arcsin
al+

√
a2l2−(i212r2

1−a2)(r2
a2−l2−i212r2

1)
i212r2

1−a2 − arccos

√
r2
a1−l2

r1

πn1/30
(13)

2.5.2. Derivation of the Theoretical Flow Rate Equation

It can be known from the Figure 4 that each pair of gear teeth in the gear pair enters the meshing
from the starting point q and exits the meshing from the ending point S. That is, in the rotation process
of the external gear from the initial to the end meshing angles, one oil discharge cycle is formed.
Assuming that the oil discharge volume is ∆Σ during this oil discharge cycle, and according to the
definition of instantaneous flow rate, the mathematical model of the oil discharge volume through a
single tooth can be obtained:

∆Σ =

∫
qshdt (14)

By substituting the instantaneous flow rate Equation (9) and integrating Equation (14), the equation
of the oil discharge volume by each pair of gear teeth in one oil discharge cycle can be obtained:

∆Σ = B
2

{(
r2

1 + i−1
12 a2
− i12r2

1

)[
1
2 (ϕ1 −ϕ0) −

1
4 sin 2(ϕ1 − β) +

1
4 sin 2(ϕ0 − β)

]
+ 2i−1

12 al[cos(ϕ1 − β) − cos(ϕ0 − β)] + . . .(
r2

a1 + i12r2
1 + i−1

12 l2 − i−1
12 r2

a2 − r2
1 − l2

)
(ϕ1 −ϕ0)

} (15)

According to the definition of gear pump’s displacement (i.e., the displacement is the oil discharge
volume when the gear pairs rotate for one cycle), it is assumed that there are a total of teeth participating
in meshing drainage within one cycle, thus the theoretical displacement equation can be obtained:

Σ = ∆Σz1 (16)
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The equation of the theoretical flow rate of straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump is
obtained by combining the initial and ending meshing angles from Equation (11):

qt =
z1n1B

8

(r2
1 + i−1

12 a2
− i12r2

1

)2
arcsin

al+
√

a2l2−(i212r2
1−a2)(r2

a2−l2−i212r2
1)

i212r2
1−a2 − arccos

√
r2
a1−l2

r1

+ sin 2

arccos

√
r2
a1−l2

r1

− . . .
2

 al+
√

a2l2−(i212r2
1−a2)(r2

a2−l2−i212r2
1)

i212r2
1−a2

 cos

arcsin
al+

√
a2l2−(i212r2

1−a2)(r2
a2−l2−i212r2

1)
i212r2

1−a2


+ . . .

8i−1
12 al


√

r2
a1−l2

r1
− cos

arcsin
al+

√
a2l2−(i212r2

1−a2)(r2
a2−l2−i212r2

1)
i212r2

1−a2


+ . . .

4
(
r2

a1 + i12r2
1 + i−1

12 l2 − i−1
12 r2

a2 − r2
1 − l2

)arcsin
al+

√
a2l2−(i212r2

1−a2)(r2
a2−l2−i212r2

1)
i212r2

1−a2 − arccos

√
r2
a1−l2

r1




(17)

2.6. Geometric Flow Pulsation Rate Equation of the Straight Line Conjugate Internal Meshing Gear Pump

2.6.1. Maximum and Minimum Analysis of the Theoretical Instantaneous Flow Rate

The equation about ϕ′ can be obtained from the geometric relation in Figure 4:

ϕ′ = arcsin
l
ρ1
− (β−ϕ) (18)

From the aforementioned analysis, we can know that when the meshing point coincides with the
node, that is, when ϕ′ is equal to 0, the theoretical instantaneous flow rate reaches the maximum, thus
the equation of the maximum instantaneous flow rate can be obtained:

qshmax =
Bω1

2

[
r2

a1 − r2
1 +

(
i212r2

1 − r2
a2

)
i−1
12

]
(19)

To obtain the minimum of the theoretical instantaneous flow rate, Equation (9) is derived with
respect to the rotation angle ϕ, and make the derivative function be equal to 0 to solve the equation
sets about ϕ:

ϕ = β+
(
π
2 + kπ

)
ϕ = β− arcsin

i−1
12 al

i12r2
1−r2

1−i−1
12 a2 + kπ

 (20)

Remove the inappropriate solution and determine the rotation angle of the external gear when
the instantaneous flow rate reaches the limit:

ϕlim = β− arcsin
i−1
12 al

i12r2
1 − r2

1 − i−1
12 a2

(21)

By comparison, it is found that Equation (21) is completely consistent with Equation (11) after
deformation. Therefore, when the rotation angle of the external gear is the same as the ending meshing
angle, the theoretical instantaneous flow rate is at the minimum, further, the minimum instantaneous
flow rate equation can be obtained:

qshmin = Bω1
2

[(
r2

1 + i−1
12 a2
− i12r2

1

)
sin2(β−ϕ1) + 2i−1

12 al sin(β−ϕ1) + r2
a1 + i12r2

1 + i−1
12 l2− . . .

i−1
12 r2

a2 − r2
1 − l2

] (22)

2.6.2. Determination of the Geometric Flow Pulsation Rate Equation

According to the definition of the geometric flow pulsation rate (i.e., it is the ratio of the difference
between the maximum and minimum instantaneous flow rates to the theoretical flow), which is
expressed by an equation:

δq =
qshmax − qshmin

qt
(23)
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The equations of the maximum and minimum instantaneous flow rates, and the theoretical flow
rate are substituted into Equation (23), respectively. Thereby, the equation of the geometric flow
pulsation rate of straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump can be obtained:

δq =
8π
z1

(1− i−1
12

)
l2 − 2

(
r2

1 + i−1
12 a2
− i12r2

1

) √
r2
a1−l2

r1
sin

arccos

√
r2
a1−l2

r1

− 2i−1
12 al sin

arccos

√
r2
a1−l2

r1


/ . . .(r2

1 + i−1
12 a2
− i12r2

1

)2
arcsin

al+
√

a2l2−(i212r2
1−a2)(r2

a2−l2−i212r2
1)

i212r2
1−a2 − arccos

√
r2
a1−l2

r1

+ sin 2

arccos

√
r2
a1−l2

r1

− . . .
2

 al+
√

a2l2−(i212r2
1−a2)(r2

a2−l2−i212r2
1)

i212r2
1−a2

 cos

arcsin
al+

√
a2l2−(i212r2

1−a2)(r2
a2−l2−i212r2

1)
i212r2

1−a2


+ . . .

8i−1
12 al


√

r2
a1−l2

r1
− cos

arcsin
al+

√
a2l2−(i212r2

1−a2)(r2
a2−l2−i212r2

1)
i212r2

1−a2


+ . . .

4
(
r2

a1 + i12r2
1 + i−1

12 l2 − i−1
12 r2

a2 − r2
1 − l2

)arcsin
al+

√
a2l2−(i212r2

1−a2)(r2
a2−l2−i212r2

1)
i212r2

1−a2 − arccos

√
r2
a1−l2

r1




(24)

3. Simulation Analysis of the Flow Characteristics of a Straight Line Conjugate Internal Meshing
Gear Pump

Taking the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump as the research object, the specific
values of the theoretical flow rate and the geometric flow pulsation rate are calculated and analysed
according to gear pair’s geometric parameters, and the change laws of gear pair’s geometric parameters
on the theoretical flow rate and geometric flow pulsation rate are studied. Then, in the case of
considering the clearance leakage of the axial and radial, the dynamic grid technology is used to
develop the simulation model of the internal flow channel, the distribution of internal flow field is
analyzed, and the influence factors and the influence degree of the flow pulsation and the average flow
rate at the outlet of the gear pump are investigated.

3.1. Analysis of the Theoretical Flow Rate Curves of a Straight Line Conjugate Internal Meshing Gear Pump

Given the gear pair’s basic parameters of the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump,
the gear pair’s geometric parameters can be calculated. The calculation results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Geometric parameters of the gear pair.

Name External Gear Internal Gear Ring

Number of teeth 13 17
Profile half angle of the external gear (◦) 28

Reference circle diameter (mm) 65 85
Tip circle diameter (mm) 74.5 75.5

Root circle diameter (mm) 54.5 95.5
Center distance (mm) 10

Actual coincidence degree 1.0288

The gear pair’s geometric parameters in Table 1 are substituted into the theoretical instantaneous flow
rate Equation (9) and the initial and ending meshing angles equation sets (11). When the rotation speed
is 2000 r/min, the theoretical flow rate curves corresponding to the theoretical coincidence degree can be
obtained by programming [40] based on the M language and running the program, as shown in Figure 5.

It can be known from Figure 5 that the theoretical instantaneous flow rate curve changes
continuously and periodically, and the curve intersects and distributes in a zigzag shape. The change
period is the difference between the ending and initial meshing angles (i.e., the cycle is 0.5419 rad).
The instantaneous flow rates corresponding to the ending meshing angle is much smaller than that
corresponding to the initial meshing angle. The theoretical average flow rate is distributed horizontally
in a straight line. According to Equation (12), the theoretical coincidence degree of the gear pump
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is 1.1212. However, the actual coincidence degree is 1.0288. Therefore, when the gear pair exits the
meshing, the meshing point is not at the intersection of the tip circle of the external gear and the
meshing line, but in advance. Based on this, the theoretical flow rate curves corresponding to actual
coincidence degree can be obtained, as shown in Figure 6.
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Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 6, it can be known that the theoretical instantaneous flow rate
curves correspond to the actual and theoretical coincidence degrees, respectively, are basically the
same. The only difference is that the actual ending meshing angle is less than the theoretical, and the
corresponding instantaneous flow rates are larger. The instantaneous flow rates corresponding to
the initial and ending meshing angles are basically the same. According to Figure 6, the theoretical
flow rate and the geometric flow pulsation rate are 103.61 L/min and 1.78%, respectively, whereas the
theoretical flow rate and the geometric flow pulsation rate calculated by Equations (17) and (24) are
103.71 L/min and 1.76%, respectively. The difference rates are only 0.1% and 1%, respectively. Such a
small error can be ignored. Since the oil compressibility and the internal leakage of the gear pump are
not taken into account, the curve of the theoretical instantaneous flow rate is smooth and the geometric
flow pulsation rate is low.

3.2. Study on Change Laws of Gear Pair’S Geometric Parameters to the Theoretical Flow Rate and Geometric
Flow Pulsation Rate

3.2.1. Design Variables and the Corresponding Value Range

According to the theoretical flow rate Equation (17) and the geometric flow pulsation rate Equation
(24), the gear pair’s geometric parameters affecting the theoretical flow rate and the geometric flow
pulsation rate are gear width, number of the external gear, reference circle radius of the external gear,
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center distance, transmission ratio, profile half angle of the external gear, center angle corresponding
to tooth thickness of the external gear reference circle, tip circle radius of the external gear, and tip
circle radius of internal gear ring, respectively. Given that the gear number combinations in gear
pairs with the small gear difference (usually three or four) are several common groups, thus, the gear
number should not be used as a design variable. When the reference circle radius of the external gear
is determined, the center angle and the center distance are also determined. The effect of the gear
width on the flow characteristics is obvious. Therefore, the identified design variables are as follows:
reference circle radius of the external gear, tip circle radius of the external gear, tip circle radius of
internal gear ring, and the profile half angle of the external gear.

Before simulation calculation, the value ranges of the design variables are determined according
to constraint conditions. The corresponding constraint conditions include the limitation of the tooth
thickness in the gear tip circle, the continuous transmission condition of gear pair, the limitation of
meshing limit point, the limitation of tooth profile overlap interference, etc. The specific results are
as follows: the reference circle radius of the external gear is 32.5–38 mm, the tip circle radius of the
external gear is 33.25–37.25 mm, the tip circle radius of the internal gear ring is 33.75–40.75 mm, and
the profile half angle of the external gear is 28–38◦.

3.2.2. Influence of the Geometric Parameters on the Theoretical Flow Rate

The theoretical flow rate is programmed according to Equation (17) in MATLAB, and the change
laws of the theoretical flow rate with the corresponding geometric parameters are obtained by running
the program. The calculated results are shown in Figure 7.
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It can be known from Figure 7 that the theoretical flow rate curves linearly decrease with the
increase of the reference circle radius of the external gear, the tip circle radius of internal gear ring and
the profile half angle of the external gear, and linearly increases with the increase of the tip circle radius
of the external gear. When the tip circle radius of internal gear ring increases 7 mm, the theoretical
flow rate decreases by 122 L/min, and the change of the curve is relatively steep. When the reference
circle radius of the external gear increases 5.5 mm, the theoretical flow rate decreases by 35 L/min,
and the change of the curve is gentle. When the profile half angle of the external gear increases 10◦,
the theoretical flow rate decreases by 18 L/min, and the change of the curve is very gentle. When the
tip circle radius of the external gear increases 4 mm, the theoretical flow rate increases by 79 L/min,
and the change of the curve is steep. Therefore, the design variable that exerts the greatest influence on
the theoretical flow rate is the tip circle radius of the external gear, and the tip circle radius of internal
gear ring is the second.

3.2.3. Influence of the Geometric Parameters on the Flow Pulsation Rate

The geometric flow pulsation rate is programmed according to Equation (24) in MATLAB, and
the change laws of the geometric flow pulsation rate with the corresponding geometric parameters are
obtained by running the program. The calculated results are shown in Figure 8.
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It can be known from Figure 8 that the geometric flow pulsation rate increases linearly with the
increase of the reference circle radius of the external gear, the tip circle radius of internal gear ring and
the profile half angle of the external gear, and decreases linearly with the increase of the tip circle radius
of the external gear. When the tip circle radius of internal gear ring increases 7 mm, the geometric
flow pulsation rate increases by 2.2%, and the change of the curve is very gentle. When the reference
circle radius of the external gear increases 5.5 mm, the geometric flow pulsation rate increases by 4.9%,
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and the change of the curve is gentle. When the profile half angle of the external gear increases 10◦,
the geometric flow pulsation rate increases by 1.5%, and the change of the curve is very gentle. When
the tip circle radius of the external gear increases 4 mm, the geometric flow pulsation rate decreases
by 9.2%, and the change of the curve is steep. Therefore, the design variable that exerts the greatest
influence on the geometric flow pulsation rate is the tip circle radius of the external gear.

After analysis and comparisons, it can be concluded that the design variable that exerts the greatest
influence on the theoretical flow rate and the geometric flow pulsation rate is the tip circle radius of the
external gear. As this radius increases, the theoretical flow rate sharply increases, and the geometric
flow pulsation rate sharply decreases. The tip circle radius of internal gear ring only influences the
theoretical flow rate, which constantly decreases with the increase in this radius. The remaining
variables exert no significant effect on the theoretical flow rate and the geometric flow pulsation rate.

Therefore, to increase the theoretical flow rate whilst decreasing the geometric flow pulsation rate,
the tip circle radius of the external gear should be increased as much as possible within the allowable
range of the design calculation.

3.3. Establishment of the Simulation Model of Internal Flow Channel

According to the model of the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump,
the corresponding main characteristic parameters on the sample [41] are listed, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Main characteristic parameters.

Displacement (ml/r) Mximum Speed (r/min) Outlet Pressure (bar) Mineral Oil (mm2/s)

rating peak viscosity range
50.3 2600 125 160 10–100

The schematic diagram of main components in the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear
pumpis establish, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Three-dimensional structure diagram of straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump:
1–pump body; 2–internal gear ring; 3–external gear; 4–pump shaft; 5–sliding bearing; 6–bearing
retaining ring; 7–rolling bearing; 8–ordinary flat key; 9–pump cover; 10–bearing cover.

The sealed cavity in the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump is composed of the
pump body end face, the internal wall surface, the pump cover end face, the crescent diaphragm side,
the external gear bearing surface, and a pair of meshing gear pairs. The internal meshing gear pair
is the moving part of gear pumps. The oil transportation function is realized through the meshing
transmission of the gear pair.
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The internal flow channel model is created and is divided into five parts: oil absorption area, oil
discharge area, rotor area, oil distribution area on the absorption side, and oil distribution area on the
discharge side, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Flow channel model of the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump: 1–oil
absorption area; 2–oil discharge area; 3–rotor area; 4–oil distribution area on the absorption side; 5–oil
distribution area on the discharge side.

In the working process of the gear pump, the friction pairs’ surfaces are separated by a certain
thickness of oil film to prevent the friction pairs from directly contacting. There are four pairs of friction
pairs in the gear pump, respectively, the gear end face and the side plate, the tooth tip, and the shell
inner wall surface, between the meshing tooth surfaces, and the bearing and the hub. According to
the friction pair design theory of the hydraulic pump and motor [42], the oil film thickness is set as
follows: the clearances between the tip circle of the external gear and the crescent diaphragm, and
between the tip circle of internal gear ring and the crescent diaphragm are all 20 µm; the gear side
clearance is 4 µm; the axial clearance, the radial clearances between the internal ring gear and the shell
inner wall surface, and between the bearing and the hub are all 30 µm. The specific oil film thickness is
set in the grid model, which is not mentioned here.

The internal flow channel grid model of the gear pump is established [43], that is, the static region
uses the geometry conformal adaptive binary-tree algorithm to generate Cartesian grids, which can
well adapt to curves and surfaces. The built-in grid generation template is used to generate structured
dynamic grid in the dynamic region. The boundaries of different fluid regions (e.g., dynamic regions
and static regions) are set as a pair of interfaces by using the mismatched grid interface technology.
In this way, each fluid variable passes through the moving surface automatically and implicitly.
The mesh quality is aimed at non-broken surface, and the mesh in the rotor area is refined. The grid
model is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Flow channel grid model of the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump: 1–axial
clearance; 2–radial clearance.

According to the structural conditions of the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump,
the crescent internal gear pump model is selected. The rotation speed of the external gear is set to
2000 r/min and the remaining parameters are defined. The turbulence model is selected according to flow
conditions. According to the main physical and chemical properties of the oil, the equilibrium dissolved
gas model is selected in the cavitation model and the remaining parameters in the model are set.

For definition of boundary condition, since the maximum output flow rate is to be obtained,
the inlet and outlet conditions are set to the pressure inlet and pressure outlet, respectively. The pressure
values are all defined as 101,325 Pa. Given that the heaters and the heat exchangers are installed in
the hydraulic system during normal operation, the temperature range of hydraulic oil is generally
controlled at 20–50 ◦C. Due to short working time during the following experimental research,
the temperature difference caused by the system heating can be ignored. In addition, the following
experiment was performed under no-load conditions, so the system pressure has no effect on the
physical and chemical properties of the oil. Therefore, for 46# mineral oil used in the simulation
model, its medium properties are unchanged in the process of calculation, and the specific physical
and chemical properties are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. 46# Mineral oil medium properties.

Viscosity Grade Density Dynamic Viscosity Air Solubility Bulk Elastic Modulus

(kg/m3) (Pa/s) (GPa)
46 843.7 0.039 1 × 10−5 1.6

After the pre-processing is defined, the grid is first verified for irrelevance, and verification results
are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison of simulation results under different grid numbers.

Grid Number Node Number Average Flow of Outlet (L/min)

454,430 792,420 97.552
567,169 1,045,980 99.975
735,362 1,312,560 100.067
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It can be known from Table 4, when grid number is 454,000 and 567,000, the difference of the
outlet average flow rate is 2.423 L/min, and difference rate is 2.5%. When grid number is 567,000 and
735,000, respectively, the difference of average flow rate is 0.092 L/min, and the difference rate is less
than 0.1%. This deviation can be ignored. To speed up calculation speed, the grid model with grid
number of 567,169 is selected for the numerical simulation.

3.4. Analysis of the Numerical Simulation Results

According to the relevant settings of aforementioned results, the simulation calculation of the
flow channel model is performed. After the numerical simulation converged, we obtain the calculation
results in the eighth cycle, such as the pressure cloud diagram on the symmetrical cross-section and
the rotor section, the oil distribution area when absolute pressure is lower than 3000 Pa, the velocity
vector diagram, the instantaneous and average flow rates curves, as shown below.

It can be known from Figure 12 that the oil films between the friction pairs completely separate
the oil absorption cavity from the oil discharge cavity. The pressure distribution between the high and
low pressure areas is uniformly transitioned. Thus, the applicability of the simulation model and the
correctness of the simulation method are verified. In addition, when the rotation speed of the external
gear is 2000 r/min, the corresponding minimum oil absorption pressure is 2259 Pa. This value is much
less than atmospheric pressure, which indicates that the oil absorption process is very sufficient at
this rotation speed. In addition, the corresponding maximum oil discharge pressure is 205,918 Pa,
and this value is greater than the set pressure at the boundary, which will cause a certain degree of
internal leakage.
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It can be known from Figure 13, when the absolute pressure is lower than 3000 Pa, the oil is all
distributed in the oil absorption area, and concentrates in small area. This area is located after the
front pair of gears withdraws the meshing, and far away from the oil absorption port. The oil is not
sufficiently filled, so the established oil pressure is low in this area. In addition, due to the faster
rotation speed of the external gear, there are also very small areas in the gap between the tooth tip
circle and the crescent diaphragm.
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However, under the condition of oil working temperature is set at 30 ◦C and a certain amount of
air is dissolved, the air separation pressure of the oil is about 1500 Pa. The saturated vapor pressure at
this temperature is about 500 Pa [44]. Thus, the lowest pressure in the whole flow channel is higher than
the air separation pressure of the oil. In addition, given that the highest oil pressure in the oil discharge
area is only two atmospheric pressures. Therefore, the gas dissolved in the oil will not separate out,
and the effective bulk modulus of elasticity will not change. Further, the oil compressibility has no
effect on the flow pulsation and the average flow rate at outlet of the gear pump.

It can be known from Figure 14, under the meshing transmission of gear pair, the oil of the oil
absorption cavity is continuously transported to the oil discharge cavity through interdental cavity.
The oil velocity in the oil absorption area is relatively uniform, while the motion of fluid particles in the
rotor area is complex and irregular. The oil velocity in the gap between the external gear, the internal
gear ring and the crescent diaphragm, and between the gear surfaces is about 11 m/s, while the oil
velocity in the rest is obviously lower. However, the high-speed oil has a great impact on the parts’
surfaces, so it is necessary to implement the surfaces material modification of the gear surface and the
surface of the crescent diaphragm. The oil distribution area is used to buffer the oil velocity in the oil
absorption and oil discharge areas. The oil close to the oil absorption and oil discharge cavities has the
gradually decreasing velocity, and the rest oil is in a static state. The oil in the oil discharge area first
moves vertically upwards and then flows out horizontally along the outlet. Due to the large upward
speed (approximately 7 m/s), it is difficult for the oil to make a smooth transition to the horizontal
direction. Most oil passes along the upper wall of the outlet channel. Hence, increasing the wall
thickness of the upper wall surface is necessary.

It can be known from Figure 15 that the instantaneous flow rate changes continuously and
periodically, and there are 13 fluctuating pulsations. This is determined by the number of teeth on
the driving gear (13). Secondly, unlike the theoretical instantaneous flow rate curve, the simulation
instantaneous flow curve is not a smooth transition. The reason is that there is a certain gap between
the surfaces of all friction pairs in the gear pump, and the gear side clearance changes constantly
with the rotation of the gear pair. Therefore, the internal leakage from the clearances is inevitable.
Furthermore, the non-uniformity of the internal leakage causes the gear pump to output a pulsating
flow rate, and the pulsating flow rate changes periodically with the movement of the driving gear.
Finally, according to the aforementioned analysis, under the working conditions applied in this study,
the oil compressibility will not affect the flow pulsation at the outlet of the gear pump. In summary,
the combined effect of the geometric flow pulsation and the uneven internal leakage leads to the
instantaneous flow rate curve as shown in Figure 15.
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In addition, unlike the theoretical average flow rate curve, due to the pulsation of the instantaneous
flow rate, the simulation average flow rate curve is also non-linear and changes periodically. However,
the change of the average flow rate curve is very small (less than 0.4 L/min), which can be ignored
compared with the instantaneous flow rate pulsation amplitude.

To further analyze the proportion of the flow pulsation caused by the geometric flow pulsation
and the uneven internal leakage, the maximum, minimum, and average flow rates in Figure 15 are
obtained, and the flow pulsation rate and the volume efficiency are calculated. In this way, the flow
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characteristic data of the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump under no-load conditions
are obtained, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Flow characteristic data under no-load conditions.

Maximum Flow
Rate

Minimum Flow
Rate

Average Flow
Rate

Pulsation
Rate

Volumetric
Efficiency

(L/min) (L/min) (L/min) (%) (%)
105.21 96.34 100.12 8.86 99.52

It can be known from Table 5 that the total flow pulsation rate under no-load conditions is 8.86%.
From the aforementioned results, the geometric flow pulsation rate is 1.76%, accounting for 19.9% of
the total flow pulsation rate. In this way, the flow pulsation rate caused by the uneven internal leakage
is 7.1%, accounting for 80.1%. Therefore, the uneven internal leakage is the main factor affecting the
flow pulsation at the outlet of the gear pump.

In addition, the average flow rate calculated by the formula is 103.71 L/min. However, the average
flow rate calculated by simulation is 100.12 L/min. The difference between the two is 3.59 L/min, and
difference rate is 3.46%. The reason is that the internal leakage of oil is considered in the simulation
calculation, and the leakage leads to the reduction of the simulation average flow rate.

4. Experimental Research on Flow Characteristics of a Straight Line Conjugate Internal Meshing
Gear Pump

To further study the flow characteristics of the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump,
a high-pressure (32 MPa) positive displacement test system is designed according to the test outline.
According to the system schematic diagram, the required components are accurately selected and the
physical objects are reasonably arranged. The operation of entire test bench is controlled by a computer,
and all data is processed by professional software.

4.1. Overall Design of Test System

To realize the digital and automation requirements of data collection, the overall design scheme of
the test system is arranged as shown in Figure 16.
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It can be known from Figure 16 that the operation process of the test system is as follows: after the
system is started, the signal is sent by the computer, and the test pump starts to run under the drive of
variable frequency speed regulation three-phase asynchronous motor. The analog signal from the test
pump is transmitted to the general input interface through each sensor and secondary instrument,
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and directly or after conversion by the A/D converter is input to the computer, which is processed by
the computer and stored in the database. The computer outputs the digital signal according to the
program instructions, and then converts it to the analog signal after D/A converter. The analog signal is
converted into a current signal by a proportional amplifier, which drives the relevant electronic control
components of the test bench to operate. After the test is completed, the computer outputs the test
results through the output device.

The hydraulic system design principle of the high-pressure positive displacement pump test
bench in the test system is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Design schematic diagram of hydraulic system: 01–tank; 02–level gauge; 03–suction filter;
04–shut–off valve; 05–variable frequency motor; 06–torque speed sensor; 07–frequency converter; 08–test
pump; 09–pressure sensor; 10–pressure measuring hose; 11–pressure measuring connector; 12–check
valve; 13–pressure gauge; 14–electromagnetic spill valve; 15–proportional relief valve; 16–digital flow
meter; 17–flow meter; 18–air filter.

It can be known from Figure 17 that the hydraulic system is composed of power components,
control components and hydraulic accessories, in which the power components are mainly
composed of variable frequency motor (YVF2-55-2B35), test pump (QX41-050R), frequency converter
(PR-F740-55K-CH), torque speed sensor (JC2C), torque meter (JW-3), and other components.
The control components are mainly composed of check valve (TVP25-10), electromagnetic spill
valve (DBW20B-1-50/31.5W220-50NZ5L), proportional relief valve (EBG-06-H), digital flowmeter
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(FBLZJ-40-165J0), pressure sensor (FB3351GP0S22M3), and pressure gauge (YN-100-IV). The hydraulic
accessories are mainly composed of level gauge (YWZ-350T), suction filter (TF-400 × 10L-Y), and
shut-off valve (KH-G1/2”). The electromagnetic spill valve is used as a safety valve, and the system is
in the unloading state before the electromagnet is energized. The proportional relief valve is installed
in series on the main oil circuit, and the pressure of the test system is adjusted linearly according
to the input current. The pressure sensor monitors total pressure at the outlet of the test pump in
real-time. The two pressure gauges are arranged one behind the other of the proportional relief valve
to accurately obtain the pressure loss of the system. Two digital flowmeters are installed in series in
the main oil circuit, and the function of latter flowmeter is to check the measurement results of the
previous flowmeter. The overall layout of the test system is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Overall layout of test system:I–test bench; II–power cabinet; III–control cabinet; IV–industrial
computer; 1–tank; 2–level gauge; 3–suction filter; 4–shut-off valve; 5–variable frequency motor;
6–electromagnetic spill valve; 7–proportional relief valve; 8–pressure gauge 1; 9–pressure gauge 2;
10–digital flow meter; 11–flow meter; 12–check valve; 13–pressure sensor; 14–test pump; 15–torque
speed sensor; 16–frequency converter.
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It can be known from Figure 18 that the test system is composed of four parts: the test bench,
the power cabinet, the control cabinet, and the industrial control computer. Among them, the frequency
converter is installed in the power cabinet. After the test system is started normally, the current or
voltage signal is keyed in the secondary instrument on the control cabinet, and then converted them
into the corresponding driving signal through the proportional amplifier to control the action of the
corresponding electrical components. The internally-developed data acquisition software is installed
in the industrial computer to automatically save all data detected by the instruments.

4.2. Performance Evaluations and Result Analysis

With reference to the national test standard for the hydraulic gear pumps, the performance
experiment content of the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump prototype is established,
which mainly includes the running-in test. That is, the rotation speed of the frequency conversion motor
is adjusted within the working speed range under the condition of no load. In this way, the assembled
new pump can achieve the best working condition to avoid the problems such as over-tight fit or
inflexible rotation. To be consistent with the conditions of simulation calculation, the test speed is
also set to 2000 r/min, the working medium is also selected 46# hydraulic oil, and the performance
evaluations are conducted at room temperature.

4.2.1. Analysis of the Outlet Average Flow Rate

In the course of the experiment, the prototype runs stably and no abnormal vibration and noise
are found. Because the flow pulsation frequency (z1n1/60) is very high, the current digital flowmeter
cannot directly detect the instantaneous flow rate, and can only measure the average flow rate through
the main oil circuit. Obtain the flowmeter’s detection data within one minute and fit them into curve,
as shown in Figure 19.
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It can be known from Figure 19, when the rotation speed of variable frequency motor is set to
2000 r/min, the average flow curve detected by the flowmeter is not a horizontal straight line, but
fluctuates up and down with the passage of time, and the change amplitude is less than 0.2 L/min.
The reason may be that the power supply of the frequency converter is unstable, the speed feedback is
unstable, the program problem itself, and the harmonic content of external power supply is too high,
etc. [45], which causes the speed of frequency conversion motor to fluctuate up and down within a
certain range. Therefore, to obtain the average flow rate at a speed of 2000 r/min, average the flow rate
within one minute, which is 98.30 L/min, and the corresponding volumetric efficiency is 97.71%. In this
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way, the flow characteristics under no-load conditions obtained by theoretical analysis, numerical
simulations, and experimental stufies can be listed, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Flow characteristics under no-load conditions.

Theoretical Calculation Simulated Results Experimental
Results

Flow rate
(L/min)

Flow pulsation rate
(%)

Flow rate
(L/min)

Flow pulsation rate
(%)

Flow rate
(L/min)

103.71 1.76 100.12 8.86 98.30

It can be known from Table 6, the experimental average flow rate decreases by 1.82 L/min when
compared with the simulation average flow rate, which is due to factors such as the cumulative error
of the measuring instruments and the large actual leakage. The decline rate is 1.8%, less than 2%,
which can be ignored. The consistency between the simulation and experimental results verifies the
applicability of the test system and the correctness of the test method.

4.2.2. Analysis of the Flow Rate-Speed Characteristic and Volume Efficiency–speed Characteristic

When the rotational speed of hydraulic pump is too low, the original small flow rate is almost
all lost to the leakage. At this time, the hydraulic pump can hardly discharge the oil, the higher the
pressure, the larger the leakage. Therefore, according to the minimum speed requirement of continuous
output pressure in the gear pumps, and the table of the technical performance and the application
range of hydraulic pumps [41,44], the speed range of the test pump is 750 r/min to 2600 r/min.

According to the running-in test method, the flow rate-speed and volume efficiency–speed
characteristic curves of the gear pump at the main speeds of 750 r/min, 1000 r/min, 1500 r/min,
2000 r/min, and 2600 r/min are obtained, respectively, as shown in Figures 20 and 21.
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It can be known from Figure 20, under no-load conditions, the average flow rate at the outlet of
the gear pump linearly increases with the increase in the rotation speed of the external gear, which
is completely in line with the objective fact that the average flow rate of the fixed displacement
pumps is proportional to the rotation speed. Since the internal leakage is different at different rotation
speeds, further, the corresponding volumetric efficiency is also different. The specific volumetric
efficiency–speed characteristic curve is shown Figure 21.

It can be known from Figure 21, under no-load conditions, with the increase in the rotation speed
of the external gear, the volume efficiency increases as a logarithmic function with a base number
greater than 1. When the rotation speed is greater than 1000 r/min, the corresponding volumetric
efficiency is greater than 89%. When the rotation speed is greater than 1500 r/min, the corresponding
volumetric efficiency is greater than 94%. When the rotational speed reaches the rated value of
2600 r/min, the corresponding volumetric efficiency is 98.87%, which is very close to 1. The reason is
that the radial clearance leakage inside gear pump decreases slowly with the increase in the rotation
speed, so the corresponding volumetric efficiency increases slowly.

Therefore, to increase the average flow rate at the outlet of the gear pump and improve the
volumetric efficiency, the rotation speed of the external gear should be increased as much as possible
within the allowable speed range.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a general mathematical model of the theoretical instantaneous flow rate is established
using the volume change method. By using the number-shape combination method, the theoretical
instantaneous flow rate equations based on changes in the distance from the node to the meshing
point and the rotation angle of the external gear, the initial and ending meshing angle equation sets,
the theoretical coincidence degree equation, the theoretical oil trap time equation, the maximum and
minimum instantaneous flow rate equations, the theoretical flow rate equation, and the geometric
flow pulsation rate equation are analyzed and determined. Taking the straight line conjugate internal
meshing gear pump as the research object, the theoretical flow rate curves that correspond to the
theoretical and actual coincidence degrees are compared. Then, the specific values of the theoretical
flow rate and the geometric flow pulsation rate are calculated and analyzed. The design variables
affecting the theoretical flow rate and geometric flow pulsation rate and the corresponding value
ranges are determined, and the change laws of the gear pair’s geometric parameters on theoretical
flow rate and geometric flow pulsation rate are studied. By using the dynamic grid technology in CFD
and considering the clearance leakage of the axial and radial, the simulation model of the internal flow
channel is developed. The numerical simulation results are analyzed and compared. The influence
factors and the influence degree of the flow pulsation and the average flow rate at the outlet of the gear
pump are investigated. The high-pressure positive displacement pump test system is also designed
and built. The performance evaluations for the test pump are implemented, and the experimental
results are analysed and compared with the simulation results. The specific conclusions are as follows:

1. The periodic change of the meshing point position is the root cause of the geometric flow pulsation.
Gear pumps with different tooth profiles exhibit different flow pulsation characteristics. When the
meshing point coincides with the node, the instantaneous flow rate reaches the maximum. When
the rotation angle of the external gear is the same as the ending meshing angle, the instantaneous
flow rate is at the minimum.

2. The ending meshing angle affects the instantaneous flow rate curves corresponding to the
theoretical and actual coincidence degrees. On one hand, the theoretical instantaneous flow rate
curve is smooth, and the geometric flow pulsation rate is low. On the other hand, the theoretical
average flow rate curve is a straight line along the horizontal distribution. The theoretical
coincidence degree is 1.1212, the theoretical flow rate is 103.71 L/min, and the geometric flow
pulsation rate is 1.76%.
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3. The tip circle radius of the external gear exerts the greatest influence on theoretical flow rate and
geometric flow pulsation rate. As this radius increases, the theoretical flow rate sharply increases,
and the geometric flow pulsation rate sharply decreases. The tip circle radius of the internal gear
ring only influences the theoretical flow rate, which constantly decreases with the increase in this
radius. The remaining variables exert no significant effect on theoretical flow rate and geometric
flow pulsation rate. To increase the theoretical flow rate whilst decreasing the geometric flow
pulsation rate, the tip circle radius of the external gear should be increased as much as possible
within the allowable range of the design calculation.

4. The oil film between the surfaces of the friction pair separates the oil absorption cavity from
the oil discharge cavity. The pressure distribution in the flow channel is evenly transitioned.
The movement of fluid particles in the rotor area is in a complex and irregular state, and the oil
velocity in the gap reaches the maximum value at 11 m/s. To prevent the erosion of high-speed oil,
the surface material modification should be applied to the surfaces of the gear and the crescent
diaphragm. The upper wall surface of the outlet channel is affected by the oil at a relatively high
speed (approximately 7 m/s). Hence, increasing the wall thickness of the upper wall surface
is necessary.

5. The factors that affect the flow pulsation include geometric flow pulsation, oil compressibility
and uneven internal leakage. Under the working conditions applied in this study, the oil
compressibility will not affect flow pulsation. The uneven internal leakage is the main influencing
factor, accounting for 80.1% of the total flow pulsation rate. By contrast, the geometric flow
pulsation only accounts for a small proportion (19.9%).

6. The factors that affect average flow rate are the oil compressibility and the internal leakage. Under
the working conditions applied in this study, oil compressibility does not affect average flow rate.
The internal leakage reduces the simulated average flow rate by 3.59 L/min compared with the
theoretical flow rate. The simulated average flow rate curve demonstrates a non-linear periodic
change with a small amplitude (less than 0.4 L/min).

7. The difference between the experimental and simulated average flow rates is 1.82 L/min.
The difference rate is less than 2%. The consistency between the simulation and test results
verifies the applicability of the test system and the correctness of the test method. Under no-load
conditions, with the increase in the rotation speed of the external gear, the average flow rate
linearly increases, and the volume efficiency increases as a logarithmic function with a base
number greater than 1. To increase the average flow rate at the outlet of the gear pump and
improve the volumetric efficiency, the rotation speed of the external gear should be increased as
much as possible within the allowable speed range.

Future research on straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pumps will be conducted
based on three aspects. Firstly, on the basis of the accurate equations are obtained in this study,
taking the maximum theoretical flow rate and the minimum geometric flow pulsation rate as the
objectives, the value range of the design variables is determined according to the constraint conditions.
The design variables are sorted in the primary and secondary order based on orthogonal experiments.
The multi-objective genetic algorithm is used to optimize the basic parameters of the gear pair. Secondly,
given that the axial and radial clearances of the straight line conjugate internal meshing gear pump are
fixed, the moving parts are sealed by a small fixed clearance. However, the internal leakage from the
high-pressure cavity to the low-pressure cavity through the fixed gap is inevitable. When the clearance
is small, the clearance leakage decreases, the velocity gradient of the liquid in the gap increases, and
the viscous friction loss of the liquid increases. In contrast, when the clearance is large, the viscous
friction loss of the liquid decreases, the leakage loss in the gap increases, and the volume efficiency
decreases. The oil film thickness between the friction pair’s surfaces becomes the main influencing
factor of the dynamic characteristics and the volumetric efficiency of the gear pump. Lastly, the load
capacity is one of important indicators in measuring the performance of gear pumps. The working
pressure is an essential factor that affects the form and the content of air in hydraulic oil and is also the
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main factor that changes the leakage flow rate. Moreover, this factor is a key source of pressure shock
noises. The rotation speed change of the external gear under the loading conditions not only affects
the average flow rate and the volume efficiency, but also influences the oil absorption characteristics
and the oil properties. Consequently, the flow pulsation and the cavitation noise of gear pump are
affected. In conclusion, the changes in the working parameters are essential influencing factors of the
flow characteristics and working noises of gear pumps.
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Nomenclature

l
Vertical distance from external gear center to the
tooth profile of the external gear

Z2 Number of the internal gear ring

θ
Center angle corresponding to the gear thickness of
the external gear reference circle

ω1 Angular velocity of the external gear

β Profile half angle of the external gear ω2 Angular velocity of the internal gear ring
r1 Reference circle radius of the external gear i12 Gear pair transmission ratio
r2 Reference circle radius of the internal gear ring a Center distance
B Gear width ϕ Rotation angle of the external gear
ra1 Tip circle radius of the external gear Φ0 Initial meshing angle
rf1 Root circle radius of the external gear Φ1 Ending meshing angle

ra2 Tip circle radius of the internal gear ring ϕlim
Rotation angle of the external gear when
the instantaneous flow rate reaches the limit

rf2 Root circle radius of the internal gear ring ϕ’
Angle between the line between the center
of the external gear and the meshing point
and the vertical axis

∆ϕ1 Rotation angle of the external gear n1 Rotation speed of the external gear
∆ϕ2 Rotation angle of the internal gear ring εα Coincidence degree
∆V1 Reduced volume of the oil discharge cavity Tα Theoretical oil trap time
∆V2 Enlarged volume of the oil discharge cavity ∆Σ Oil discharge volume of each pair of gears
∆V Volume change of the oil discharge cavity Σ Theoretical displacement
qsh Theoretical instantaneous flow rate qt Theoretical flow rate

ρ1
Distance from the external gear center to the meshing
point

qshmin Minimum instantaneous flow rate

ρ2
Distance from the internal gear ring center to the
meshing point

δq Geometric flow pulsation rate

Z1 Number of the external gear
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